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 This research aimed to integrate a face recognition capability in a smart door 

prototype. By using a camera-based face recognition, the house owner does 

not need to make physical contact to open the door. Avoid physical contact 

is important due to the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID19) pandemic. 

Raspberry Pi 3B was used as the main controller, while a servo motor was 

utilized as a locking door actuator. The program was developed using Node-

RED, Blynk, and message queue telemetry transport (MQTT) platforms 

which are very powerful for developing internet of things (IoT) devices. All 

of the programs were coded using Python. Haar cascade and local binary 

pattern histogram methods were implemented on the face recognition stage. 

Google Assistant integration was done by using Dialogflow and Firebase as 

Google Cloud services. Integration of face recognition and the smart door 

was successful. The smart door was unlocked if faces were recognized 

(average threshold=60%). If a face was not recognized, an email notification 

containing a face image is sent to the house owner. The Google Assistant 

could handle user requests successfully with a success rate of 92.8% from 

147 trials. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Implementation of internet of things (IoT) for smart home nowadays is focused on accessibility and 

security systems [1], [2]. In the past, people used a mechanic door with a key and padlock, where the door 

must be opened with a physical key [3]. This system is not so secure because anyone who has the key can 

enter the door. A house owner also must bring a physical key with him so he could open the door. 

Recently, electronic e.g., abstract near field communication (NFC) and biometric authentication 

techniques are applied to open a door. Biometric methods are the use of biological characteristics of living 

things that are unique and not identical to one another for security purposes [4]. Biometric methods that are 

widely applied in the smart door are fingerprint. The integration of face recognition and voice recognition 

with the smart door is considered to be more efficient and the most natural one than previous methods [5]. By 

using a camera-based face recognition, the house owner does not need to make physical contact to open the 

door because it will open automatically when an authoritative face is recognized. Due to the coronavirus 

disease 2019 (COVID 19) pandemic, it is really important to use a biometrics solution that does not need 

physical contact. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Previous research, Lim et al. [6] developed a face recognition method for the door, but it is not 

applied to any physical door key, instead, they use a magnetic door lock, so it is still not applicable to all 

kinds of doors. He also still uses a laptop as the controller which makes his system less portable and did not 

develop any notification system when there is an unknown person that tries to open the door.  

To overcome those disadvantages from previous results, we equip a smart door prototype with face 

recognition that can applicable to nearly all kinds of doors. We also add a natural user interface so users can 

“talk” to a door. A notification system is also provided, Google Assistant service is used to provide clearer 

information about the door condition. By integrating smart door lock with face recognition and Google 

Assistant, users are expected to have a more efficient, safe, and interactive way to unlocking the door. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

The Raspberry Pi 3B is used as the main controller of the smart door as shown in Figure 1. This 

includes handling image processing. Raspberry Pi camera V2 is used to capture the image which then is fed 

to Haar cascade as the face detection algorithm [7]. If a face is detected, the local binary pattern histogram 

algorithm is then utilized to recognize whose face is in that image. We implement the algorithm using open 

CV libraries in Python [8]. 

After the image processing step is done, data is then fed to Node-Red which will send it to a servo 

motor. This motor controls the door lock. Node-RED will also send data to Firebase and the Blynk 

application on smartphones so the house owner could get notifications. Dialogflow then retrieves data from 

Firebase and forwards it to Google Assistant. A user can conduct training phrases that are used to trigger 

Google Assistant [9]. Raspberry Pi 3 is also used to control the speaker and microphone with Google AIY 

Voice Kit.  
 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Overall system design 

 

 

2.1.  Haar cascade and local binary pattern histogram as face detection and face recognition algorithm  

Haar cascade algorithm is used for the face detection process. In general, the Haar like feature is 

used to detect objects in digital images. The term Haar shows a mathematical function (Haar wavelet) in the 

form of a box, the principle is the same as in the Fourier function [10]. At first, image processing is only by 

looking at the red, green, blue (RGB) value of each pixel, but this method found already ineffective [11], 

[12]. Viola and Jones then developed it so that Haar like features were formed [13]. 

Face recognition is the next step after face detection. A face can be detected through photos and 

videos. By utilizing the training results from Haar cascade, the results of this process are combined with the 

image matching process with the local binary pattern histogram (LBPH) algorithm [14]. With this method, 

photos that have been learned will be matched with the detection results from streaming cameras. Where in 
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the latter, some images in the database are then matched with utilizing histogram values that have been 

extracted from the image by utilizing the LBPH. 

To match the owner's face, an equation is used to get the approach of the histogram value which is 

then used as a predictive value to identify the owner of the face [15]. Therefore, the algorithm output is from 

the image with the closest histogram. The algorithm must also return the calculated distance, which can be 

used as a measure of confidence value [16]. Threshold values and confidence can then be used automatically 

to estimate whether the algorithm has recognized the image correctly. If the confidence value is lower than 

the threshold, the algorithm has succeeded in recognizing the image. 

 

2.2.  Hardware design 

Previous research used laptops as the main processor of face images which were less portable and 

less flexible when operated permanently [6]. In that study, it was recommended to replace the laptop platform 

with a smaller microcontroller that can be applied to various systems, namely Raspberry Pi. Raspberry Pi is a 

small, less expensive, powerful, and robust microcontroller [17]. We use a Raspberry Pi 3B because it is 

capable to do face recognition, compatible with Google AIY Voice Kit, and has an easy graphical user 

interface (GUI) with a Raspbian operating system that can be expanded with various platforms such as 

OpenCV, Node-RED, message queue telemetry transport (MQTT), and so on [18], [19]. We show our 

hardware diagram in Figure 2. A power bank 5 V 2 A number 1, is used to supply Raspberry Pi and the servo 

motor number 9. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Hardware design diagram 

 

 

Raspberry Pi camera V2 number 3 is used for face recognition [14]. Voice hardware attached on top 

(HAT) number 4 will be installed on top of Raspberry Pi 3B which is designed as HAT. Furthermore, the 

microphone Number 7, speakers Number 5, and the arcade button number 6 will be connected to the 

Raspberry Pi 3B via HAT. While the HAT installed on the Raspberry Pi 3, general purpose input output 

(GPIO) on the Raspberry Pi 3B cannot be accessed directly, so accessing GPIO can be done through Voice 

HAT [20]. GPIO Voice HAT is connected to Arduino number 8 and passive infrared sensor (PIR sensor) 

number 10. 

We use Arduino to overcome the jitter on the servo motor number 9. Jitter is an unstable servo 

movement caused by a bad pulse-width modulation (PWM) signal [21]. Raspberry Pi 3B will only perform 

digital triggering on Arduino and subsequently Arduino which will emit PWM signals to change servo angles 

[22]. PIR sensor is used to detect a person in front of the door, so the face recognition can be started. This 

method can save memory resource usage and prevent temperature raising in Raspberry Pi 3B. The limit 

switch number 11 is installed on the door frame to find out whether the door is closed or not. When the door 

is closed, the servo will lock the door. The smart door prototype can be seen in Figure 3. 

 

2.3.  Software design 

The mechanism of our smart door is shown in Figure 4. When the smart door is initiated initially, if 

the user does not press a button to add face data, the system will detect a person’s existence in front of the 
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door. If there is a person, the camera will capture and try to recognize his face. If it is recognized, the door 

will be unlocked, then the door status and the face recognition data are uploaded to Firebase so that the 

Google Assistant can read them through Firebase. The system then sends an e-mail to the house owner. The 

authenticated person can open the door. A limit switch is used to detect the door status. If the door is closed, 

the servo will rotate to lock the door. However, if the face is not recognized, the door cannot be unlocked. 

Attempts to access the door are recorded in Firebase and a notification email is sent to the house owner to 

inform these attempts.  

If the homeowner wants to add new face data, he must press the capture button and then enter the 

number that represents the owner's identity (ID), then the camera will take 30 face samples. Because training 

doesn’t need a camera like a capture and recognition process, the process is separate from the main process. 

The software diagram block of the smart door can be seen in Figure 5.  

The whole system is connected to Node RED. Node-RED provides message information received 

from the face recognition program through MQTT broker to certain paths in firebase [23]. Firebase then will 

communicate with Dialogflow which is integrated with the Google Assistant service on the user's smartphone 

[24]. Node-RED communicates with the Blynk using a virtual pin [25]. If Blynk orders to lock the door, it 

will give a message on an MQTT topic so that Node-RED can control the servo. A face recognition program 

exchanges data with Node-RED via MQTT brokers. After the face capture is done, 30 images of one face are 

created and fed to the training process using LBPH to make a pattern histogram for each face. If a face is 

recognized, then the name at certain Firebase’s index is retrieved. The name is converted to a sound file by 

Google TTS library [26]. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 3. Smart door assembled miniature 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. General software flowchart of the smart door 
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Figure 5. Software relationship block diagram of smart door 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, we conduct experiments to find the best camera distance and algorithm parameters 

(min neighbor and scale factor). Another experiment is done to find the average confidence threshold in the 

face recognition process. 

 

3.1.  Varying camera distance 

Based on the experiment, the distance of the camera affects the resolution of the produced dataset. 

This dataset resolution affects training time, accuracy, and face recognition time as Table 1. The Table 1 

shows that the closer the face distance to the camera, the higher the resolution of the dataset. If the data 

resolution is getting higher, the training time required is longer, but the accuracy of facial recognition 

increases to 55.03%, and the face recognition time is faster to 2.49 s (compared to the dataset with smaller 

resolution). The high-resolution dataset enables LBPH to map histograms with more detail, so it can improve 

accuracy. From the above tests, the best distance is 30 cm. 

 

 

Table 1. Comparison of various camera distances 
Face distance to camera Dataset resolution Training time Accuracy Face recognition time 

45 cm 191x191 px 3.65 s 42.20% 3.031 s 
30 cm 320x320 px 9.45 s 55.30% 2.49 s 

 

 

3.2.  Varying the min neighbor and scale factor parameters  

Experiments are done to find the most optimal scale factor and min neighbor parameters which 

produced the best accuracy and the fastest face recognition time. Average accuracy and time were taken from 

10x face recognition experiments. In the first test, the min neighbor value is fixed with a value of 3 and the 

scale factor value is changed. After the most optimal scale factor value is found, the scale factor value is 

fixed and the min neighbor value is changed. Based on the most optimal parameter simulation for scale factor 

is 1.5 as Table 2 and for the min neighbor is 2 as Table 3. 

At scale factor 1.1, the average time has the worst number of 6.12 s. as Table 2. This is because the 

reduction process to match the dataset is not large enough so that the reduction occurs repeatedly and 

requires a longer time to match the dataset. On increasing each value, the time produced is faster and at 1.5 

has the best value. In the scale factor, the face recognition scale factor process has increased time because the 

resulting reduction value is too large so it is unable to match the dataset. 
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Table 2. Comparison of various scale factor values 
scale factor Min neighbor Accuracy average (%) Time average (s) 

1 3 Error 
1.1 3 46.93 6.1227 

1.2 3 41.76 3.973 

1.3 3 50.97 3.111 
1.4 3 44.08 2.423 

1.5 3 58.39 2.059 

1.6 3 31.537 2.204 
1.7 3 55.52 2.38 

1.8 3 26.29 5.458 

1.9 3 Error 

 

 

Table 3. Comparison of various min neighbor values 
Scale factor Min neighbor Accuracy average (%) Time accuracy (s) 

1.5 1 42.032 2.0484 
1.5 2 62.04 2.093 
1.5 3 59.06 2.081 
1.5 4 51.71 2.118 
1.5 5 47.827 2.0874 
1.5 6 57.12 2.105 
1.5 7 58.11 2.024 
1.5 8 50.71 2.079 
1.5 9 46.18 2.171 
1.5 10 58.47 6.037 

 

 

Based on simulation results as shown in Table 3, the best min neighbor value is 2, where the average 

face recognition accuracy can reach 62.04% with an average time of 2.1 s. Min neighbor does not affect the 

accuracy and speed of face recognition. This happens because the face is close to the camera  

(30 cm) and the face has filled the entire camera frame so that the possibility of a false positive is very small 

and does not affect accuracy. However, with the smaller min neighbor value, the time to recognize faces is 

faster even though it does not change significantly Table 3, this is because when min neighbor is smaller, the 

system will be more sensitive in recognizing faces so that the time to recognize faces is faster. 

 

3.3.  Finding average confidence as a threshold for unlocking smart doors 

This test aims to determine the ability of the system to recognize faces. In this test, the dataset only 

consists of 3 registered respondents, while another respondent will not be registered in the dataset and the 

system should not be given authority to open the door lock (not recognized), see Table 4 for the detail. 

From the above experiments, it was found that all faces are recognized. In the first test, Jischak was 

not captured in the dataset, but his face was recognized as Michael (44.18%), while Michael's original face 

has 73.63% confidence. In the second one, the faces of Gavriel and Jischak both were identified as Michael 

with false confidence -55.34% and 50.61%-versus Michael's original face (70.71%). In the third test, only 

Ivan's face was captured in the dataset, however, the faces of Michael, Gavriel, and Jischak were identified as 

Ivan with false confidence -50.78%, 53.41%, and 51.57% while Ivan's face had true confidence of 62.59%. 

Through the three tests, each true confidence and false confidence were calculated on average and 

produced average false confidence of 50.98% and true confidence of 67.19%. From these results, to prevent 

an unknown face from opening a locked door, we determine the confidence threshold to open a door must be 

above 50.98% (we determine that the average confidence to open the door is 60%). Figure 6 shows that the 

original face that was identified as Ivan with an average confidence of up to 70%, and the unknown face 

recognized as Ivan with a much lower average confidence (33%). 

From all the experiments we got the threshold of face recognition at 60%. This threshold actually 

could be improved up to more than 90% if we use neural network methods such as face net. Face net is 

known as the state of the art neural network for face recognition [27]. Since we integrate this on Raspberry Pi 

3B with so many processes such as MQTT and Node-RED, it is not possible to use neural networks due to 

performance limitation issues, hence we just use LBPH (machine learning method) to recognize the face. It is 

possible to increase the performance of face recognition if we use neural stick processor as a neural 

processing helper or use a more powerful Raspberry Pi series such as Raspberry Pi 4 that already has 64 Bit 

processor architecture. 
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Table 4. The unknown dataset to find unlocking threshold 
Dataset registered face Names Accuracy average (%) Time accuracy (s) 

Ivan, Michael, Gavrielle Ivan 65.34 3.876 
Michael 73.63 3.972 

Gavriel 67.48 4.047 

Jischak 44.18 5.252 
Ivan, Michael Ivan 63.39 3.474 

Michael 70.711 3.477 

Gavriel 55.34 3.496 
Jischak 50.61 3.388 

Ivan Ivan 62.59 2.642 

Michael 50.78 3.171 
Gavriel 53.41 3.019 

Jischak 51.57 2.983 

False confidence average 50.98 
 

True confidence average 67.19 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Differences in average confidence in known datasets (left) and unknown datasets (right) 

 

 

3.4.  Google assistant integration experiments 

Several experiments are also carried out to test the success rate of Google Assistant in responding to 

orders from users. The success rate can be seen in the session flow from Dialogflow as shown in Figure 7. 

Based on the session flow Figure 7, from 147 experiments conducted, the success rate reached 93.2%. 

Google Assistant's failure to recognize user speech is only 6.8% (10 trials out of 147). This whole test shows 

that Dialogflow's integration with Firebase, Node-RED, and the author's Google Assistant account has been 

successful. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Session flow that shown the success rate of Google Assistant 
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4. CONCLUSION 

We design and create a smart door prototype integrated with face recognition and Google Assistant. 

After conducting some experiments, the following conclusions are obtained that: Face recognition using Haar 

cascade face detection and LBPH face recognition was successfully integrated on the smart door with these 

parameters: the camera distance=30 cm, min neighbor=2, and scale factor=1.5. The number of effective faces 

stored in the database is 3 faces. If the average confidence of the face is more than 60% the smart door will 

unlock successfully. 

The integration of Google Assistant with the smart door works well. Google Assistant can be used 

to retrieve information, control smart door devices by utilizing Dialogflow and the real-time database from 

Firebase. Based on the simulation, it can be concluded that Dialogflow and Firebase are reliable enough to be 

utilized and integrated with smart doors with a success rate of response reaching 93.2%. 
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